Because they say so!

Faculty Colloquium
2009-2010

Each year, the School of Law faculty hosts a colloquium series to foster rigorous intellectual exchange. These enlightening and engaging conversations serve as the launching pad for articles and conferences, as well as classroom discussions.

SEPTEMBER 22, 2009
Professor Kaaryn Gustafson
University of Connecticut School of Law
The Criminalization of Poverty
COMMENT: PROFESSOR LUCY WILLIAMS

OCTOBER 22, 2009
Professor Jeannie Suk
Harvard Law School
The Trajectory of Trauma: Bodies and Minds of Abortion Discourse
COMMENT: ASSOCIATE DEAN MARTHA DAVIS

NOVEMBER 10, 2009
Professor Albert Choi
University of Virginia School of Law
Market Conditions and the Non-price Terms in Contracts
COMMENT: PROFESSOR DAN AUSTIN

FEBRUARY 16, 2010
Professor Rashmi Dyal-Chand
Northeastern University School of Law
Useless Property
COMMENT: PROFESSOR PETER ENRICH

MARCH 9, 2010
Professor Dan Danielsen
Northeastern University School of Law
Coming to Terms with a Global Economy Governed by Local Rules: How a Global Economic Policy Perspective Can Help
COMMENT: PROFESSOR JAMES HACKNEY

APRIL 8, 2010
Professor James Hackney
Northeastern University School of Law
The Financial Crisis of 2008: An Intellectual History
COMMENT: PROFESSOR DAVID PHILLIPS

MAY 11, 2010
James L. Dohr Professor of Law Patricia Williams
Columbia Law School
The Talking Helix: DNA, Identity and The Contorted Narratives of Being
COMMENT: PROFESSOR LIBBY ADLER

More information available at www.northeastern.edu/law
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